
Honeybee hives and equipment prices

Single 

storey 

colony

9 frame super 

& 9 waxed 

frames

4 frame 

nuc in 

customer 

box

5 frame nuc 

in customer 

box

Item $ $ $ $

Bottom Board Assembled $30.00

10 frame full depth box assembled, copper napthenate treatment & 3 coats 

paint $55.00 $55.00

4 frame nucleus colony with young queen, 4 drawn frames with bees $220.00 $220.00

6 frames full depth with wax foundation @$8.50 each $51.00

9 frames full depth with wax foundation @$8.50 each $76.50

10 frame plastic excluder $14.00

Inner cover $5.00

10 frame migratory lid, assembled, treated and painted $45.00

Emlock fastener $16.00

Total $436.00 $131.50 $200.00 $250.00

Bottom board assembled. 10 frame $30.00

Box full depth assembled, dipped, and painted. 10 frame $55.00

Box full depth unassembled. 10 frame $38.00

Brush $15.00

Embedding tool. Spur wheel $10.00

Emlock fastener complete $17.00

Emlock strap. Strapping only $5.00

Entrance feeder suits drink bottle $2.00

Eyelets. Brass. 100G pack will do approx 130 frames $8.00

Foundation wax full depth Australian wax $4.00

Frame full depth assembled, stapled, eyelets and wired $4.80

Frame full depth assembled, stapled, eyelets, wired with Australian 

foundation wax $8.50

Frame full depth unassembled $2.75

Frame ideal assembled, stapled, eyelets and wired $4.00

Frame ideal assembled, stapled, eyelets and wired with Australian 

foundation wax $7.50

Frame WSP unassembled $2.50

Gloves reinforced $35.00

Gloves sheepskin $25.00

Hive tool “American” $16.00

Hive tool “Australian J type” $16.00

Hive tool combo “J and American” $22.00

Inner cover $5.00

Knife plain double edged $22.00

Knife serrated double edged $22.00

Lid 10 frame migratory, assembled, treated and painted $45.00

Lid covers metal 10 frame $14.00

Nucleus box 5 frame 4 walls only $35.00

Queen cages plastic $0.75

Queen cages wood $2.50

Queen cell protectors, plastic $0.35

Queen Excluder 10 frame plastic $14.00

Queen Excluder Metal. 10 frame $24.00

Queen grafting tool Chinese (single) $3.00

Queen grafting tool Chinese (twin pack - great quality) $10.00

Smoker $50.00

Strainer double stainless steel $48.00

Suit 3 layer ventilated $175.00

Tap Honey plastic guillotine type $15.00

Tap Honey plastic spring loaded $25.00

Uncapping fork plastic $17.00

Uncapping rake $17.00

Uncapping roller $17.00

Wire for frames. stainless steel 1kg $35.00

Wire for frames. stainless steel 500 grams $15.00
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